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This album-matching folio to Christina's debut album features eight pages of color photos. Titles

are: Blessed * Come on Over (All I Want Is You) * Genie in a Bottle * I Turn to You * Love for All

Seasons * Love Will Find a Way * Obvious * Reflection * So Emotional * Somebody's Somebody *

What a Girl Wants * When You Put Your Hands on Me.
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First and foremost, THIS IS NOT A BIO OF CHRISTINA AGUILERA, IT IS SHEET MUSIC! If you

are looking for a bio of Christina, try Molly MacDermont's, it's informative and a quick read. This is a

nicely put-together collection of Christina's songs, all bound up in a beautiful color introduction book.

This includes all of her songs from her debut disc, including hits such as "What A Girl Wants,"

"Reflection," "Genie In A Bottle," "I Turn to You" and the original (no rap) "Come On Over." It also

has some wonderful non-single tracks like "When You Put Your Hands on Me" and Christina's

favorite of the album, the soulful "Obvious." While I have several of these books for different artists

(BSB, *NSYNC, Britney Spears, Mariah Carey and of course Christina), this is perhaps the most

stunning because this one includes an introduction from the man who "discovered" Christina. It's

very informative and a wonderful source of info for hardcore fans like myself. Some of the songs are

excellent (if a bit on the difficult level), while other lack proper keys, there are several obvious

mistakes in this book, and a few not-so obvious.If nothing else, it's a wonderful guide to her lyrics

and vocal arrangements and an informative behhind the scenes look at the album, the song



selections, and the fun of putting it together! A must for any fan.

being a diehard christina fan i love all books about her.but i really liked this one.i felt it gave good

information about her career and her life.i love the photos and in all i really enjoyed the book.i'd

recomend this book to all people who love christina or people who would liek to learn more about

her.because she is a wonderful singer and a great person!
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